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Donations

Organizational and Personal Settings:

Organization→ Setup→ Information

∙ 'FirstMonth in Fiscal Year'

o Be sure this is set correctly. Normally the fiscal year is January throughDecember but not always.
Check with your accountant if you are not sure. The first day of themonth is assumed to be the
first day of your fiscal year. This setting affects only the accounting side of the system and not
donations; however, it's placed here as donations can post to the accounting side of the system. It's
best to have both sides right beforemaking your first posting.

o Donations should follow the church's pledge year which can be different from the church's
accounting fiscal year. How donation funds are set up for the start and end dates is explained in the
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FundMaintenance section of this guide. For example, IconCMO can be set up to handle the
church's accounting books from July 1st to June 30th for the fiscal year, but pledges on the
calendar year for the individuals to lessen confusion for your congregants. Or, IconCMO can be set
upwhere both sides of the system obey the July 1st to June 30th fiscal year. Keep inmindwhen
the calendar year is not used for donation funds, the individual’s giving statements will have two
sets of funds showing on their statements. For example, they will see the 2021General Fund for
donations dated Jan. to June, and 2022General Fund for donations dated July to Dec., assuming a
July to June fiscal year for this example.

o Because this screen affects the entire systemwe highly recommend only a few people have access
to change these settings.

Organization→ Preferences→ Personal

∙ 'Fiscal year toworkwith'

o Set the default fiscal year in which youwant to work. You can still change the Donation year you
are working in without changing this setting, but the default dates and years will always fall in this
year. Each user can work in a different year, provided they are signed in under a different
username.We highly recommend that all users have their own username and have access to this
screen as they should be able to changewhat year they are working in for the data entry.

Donors:

Donations→Donor Numbers

∙ Designating your Donors – All households will appear on this window to assign a number to.
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o A household or family membermust have a donor number assigned to record donations for them.
If you don’t use envelopes or donor numbers, give everyonewhowill be contributing a donor
number of zero.When possible, we recommend churches use donor numbers other than zero as it
greatly speeds up the donation entry process. During the quick add process IconCMOwill
automatically assign donors 0 as their donor number, which can be changed at any time.

o It is best to assign a donor number to a household. Doing this gives credit to the responsible adults
of the household. Donor numbers should be assigned to individuals when they file separate tax
returns or when they are children or guests in the home that are giving separately.

Example 1:Amarried couple (John &Mary) are giving a donation. Youwill want to assign a
number to the Household to use the Household as the giving entity. That waywhen the
donation statement is sent it displays both of their names on the statement.

Example 2:A child in a householdmakes a donation andwants to receive a separate donation
statement. Youwant to add the individual donor number for the child.

Example 3:A single person living by his or herself makes a donation. In a situation like this you
could add either the household or the individual donor number to the donation section.We
suggest using the household record.

Assigning Donor Numbers to Households and Individuals –Manually or Auto-Assign.

∙ Assigning Donor NumbersManually:

o This method is helpful when you are only adding a few numbers, perhaps for some new donors,
when you already have existing donors in the system. The church has a choice to either add them
in with a household number or an individual donor number. Go to Donations: Donor Numbers.
Please see the examples above (1–3) to see the difference between the household and individual
donor numbers.

■ All households will be displayedwhen you open the Donor Numbers screen.
■ To get to the Individual records, youwill have to click on 'Add Edit Individual Donor #s'

located on the bottom left of the screen.

■ You can view the next available donor numbers based on the highest unused number as
well as skipped numbers. This is found in the upper right corner of your donor numbers
screen.

1. For both household and individual, change the status to 'Everyone' in the 'Status to
view' drop-down list and type in the first few letters of a household or individual’s last
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name. You can also search by donor #. Each household or individual will have a box
next to their name.

2. Locate the household or individual youwant to add, remove, or edit (see explanations
below of each option).

a. Add – Locate the household or individual youwant to add a donor
number to, and type the donor number in the box next to their name. The
entry is saved automatically when you press the tab key.

b. Remove – Clear/delete the donor # and press the tab key. If there is a
pledge or donation entered, the number will turn to zero since there's
activity under the donor number so it can't be totally removed.

c. Edit – Put the cursor in the edit box, make your change and press the tab
key.

■ When in the individual’s screen, if youwish to return to themain Donor Numbers
screen, click 'Close'.
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Auto-Assign donor numbers:

1. This method is helpful when youwant to add a large number of donors based on a status code. Go to
Donations: Donor Numbers. Change the status to the status code youwant to use, such as 'Active'.
Click on the 'Add All Donor #s'.

2. A confirmation window comes upwhere you can either click 'Ok' or 'Cancel'. This action will add all
households that have the status code 'Active' to the system as a donor.

3. This process can be repeated for multiple status codes. Each household is assigned a zero so they
are shown as donors.
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4. If youwould like tomass change the zero donor number
for each household, you can press the 'Re-order Donor #s'
button on themain donor number screen and complete
steps 5 – 6.

5. Enter the 'Starting #' Ex. 1 or 100, or choose ‘Select Donors’ and you can enter a specific range of
numbers that youwant to re-order.

6. Press the 'Assign #s' button to quickly auto assign donor numbers in numerical order according to
the household last name and click the 'Ok' on the confirmationmessage.

NOTE: Once numbers are assigned and given out to the church congregants, you shouldn't perform
this step as it will change previously assigned numbers and confuse your congregants and possibly
credit someonewith another person's donation.

∙ Copy donor numbers: Icon will automatically copy donor numbers from one year to the next
the first time that the Donation Year is changed on the Funds &Donations. If you need to copy
outside of that original copy use this option.

Reports - This will take you to thewindowwith reports pertaining to donor numbers, as well
as donor number label and export options.

**The same donor number cannot be assigned to more than one donor in the same giving year- with the
exception of the number zero.**

Donation FundMaintenance:

Donations→ Funds &Donations

Use this window tomaintain the various funds
your church uses tomanage its pledges (not
required) and donations.

A fund name can be changed any time, even
after donations have been entered to it.

The year each user is working in, can be
changed at any time by using the ‘Donation
Year' drop-down in this window.

IconCMOmanages funds by donation year, so it’s very important that each user selects the correct
donation year they’re working in so they use the right set of funds.When the donation year is set
incorrectly, the donations are applied to the wrong set of funds. Donation fundsmaintain the same
names from year to year, however they are different pots of money. For example a 2022General Fund
is not the same as a 2023General Fund on the donation side of IconCMO. The default funds that
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appear in the list are determined by the donation year drop-down. Each user should ensure they are
under the right donation year before entering any donations.

IconCMO allows for multi-year funds simply by setting the date range of the fund across multiple
years (ie 01/01/2023 – 12/31/2026).

Adding a new fund:

Go toDonations→ Funds &Donations

∙ Click the ‘AddNew Fund’ button.

∙ A new line will appear in the list below, with the name field auto filled and highlighted. Click into the
name field to overwrite the existing name and enter the desired name for the new fund.

NOTE:When you enter a name and tab out of the field, the fund will fall into the list alphabetically.

∙ Check the start and end date of the fund. The default setting is one year.When entering pledges,
these dates are important as you don't want to have to adjust beginning and ending dates for every
pledge record.

∙ Changes are automatically Saved.

Recording Pledges (optional):

∙ Click on the dollar amount in the pledge column of the desired fund. The pledge entry windowwill
open.
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∙ Find the household or individual that youwant to apply the pledge to, and enter the pledge in the
‘Amount’ field.Note: If the individual is not listed, a donor number must first be assigned to them.

∙ Set the 'frequency' toWeek,Month, Quarter, Annual, or Other from the drop-downmenu and
ensure the date range is correct.

∙ These fields are automatically saved.

NOTE: If the start and end dates are coming up wrong by default, then the dates of the fund are incorrect.
Modify the start and end dates for the fund, then the pledge start and end dates will come up correctly for
each new entry. Additionally, each household or individual can have one pledge per fund. For example, the
2022 General Fund can have one pledge from the John andMary Smith household of $50.00 per month. The
same household can't have $50.00monthly and also a $60.00 weekly to the same 2022 General Fund.

Accounting Link (optional):

If you’re using IconCMO’s accounting system for your church finances and bookkeeping, you’ll
probably want to link your donation funds to the accounting system. This would ensure that when you
enter a donation batch and select ‘Send to Accounting’, the system automatically makes the correct
deposits to the correct funds and accounts within the accounting system.

Go toDonations→ Funds &Donations

Select the appropriate Accounting Fund, Debit account and Credit account for each fund.

NOTE: If you don’t see the three columns needed for the accounting link, you will need to click the three dot
icon in the upper right to select those columns to display.

Donation Batches:

Donations→ Funds &Donations

All donations are processed as a batch. A new batch is typically created for each event where
donations are received (church services, fundraising efforts, etc.) Donation batch names are for the
user's reference and have no effect onwhen donations are dated on a donor’s statement. The given
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date within the batch for each donation is the one date the user should ensure is absolutely correct as
this does affect the donor statements. If the church uses the IconCMOaccounting, they would also
want the batch date to be correct before sending the batch to accounting. This will be the date the
deposit is recorded into the fund accountingmodule.

All Batches entered into the Donationsmodule immediately affect the donor statements and reports,
there is no need to ‘post’ the batch when you are finished entering the donations. Youmust, however,
click ‘Send to Accounting’ or ‘Update Accounting’ to affect the accountingmodule.

Creating a Batch:

Go toDonations→ Funds &Donations

∙ Make sure your donation year is set to the correct year to enter donations in. This year dictates the
fund list you are able to select fromwithin a batch. If you happened to add a batch in the wrong year
you can edit the year field to the correct year. The systemwill automatically put the batch in the year
you entered, so it will be removed from your current view. To view the batch, change your donation
year.

∙ The Batch Date field is auto filled with today’s date. This is the batch deposit date and should not be
confusedwith the donation given date. The given date is what is used for donation statements, not
the batch date. Themost important date on the system is the given date which is recorded for each
donation in the batch and is found in the next section – Entering Donations.

Normally the date field does not need to be changed unless you are using the link to IconCMO
Fund Accounting or exporting a file for QuickBooks.When your donations are linked to the
accounting system, the date becomes the deposit date and is used as the transaction date for
the entire batch. Therefore, it should represent the date youwant to use in the accounting
system to realize the revenue for the profit and loss, budget, and other reports. For example, if
your church collected offerings on Sunday, Oct 31st, would the church want to realize the
revenue (donations) in October when they were collected or onMonday, November 1st when
they were entered by the donation secretary and deposited into the bank?

∙ For a new batch, click the ‘AddNewBatch’ button.

∙ A new line will appear in the list below. The name field will be auto filled with the date and
highlighted.

∙ Click into the name field to overwrite the text and rename your batch, if desired.
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∙ Click the ‘Enter Donations’ link under the Donations column to open the batch and enter donations.

∙ Several batches can be open or worked on at the same time.

∙ Duplicate Batches: In the event of recurring or nearly identical batches, click on the icon to duplicate
a batch. A windowwill pop up for you to enter a name and date for the new batch. This will create a
second identical batch, if the name is the same, it will append a (2) to the end of the batch name.
Changes can still bemade to the name or any donations within the batch. This option is ideal for
recurring EFT batches.

Entering Donations:

∙ Select the donation batch from the list of existing batches, and click on the dollar amount for the
batch under that Donations column, or review the Creating a Batch section to create a new batch.

∙ This will take you to a new screen to enter your donations.

∙ There are 3 required fields for recording donations and 8 optional fields that can be used. To add or
remove the optional fields, youwill need to click on the three dot icon in the upper right and check or
uncheck the options. Your selections will be saved per individual username.

● Required Fields:
○ +/- button- This column displays buttons with either + or - in them. The + button allows

you to add a new entry to the batch. The - button will remove the entry from the batch.
○ Donor- Type the name of a household or any donor number into this field. You can

search through those who have donor numbers or any household in your people module-
even if they do not have a donor number. Selecting a household without a donor number
will automatically assign them a number zero. You can also add households who do not
yet exist in your database by typing the name in the donor field. They will automatically
be added to the people module and assigned a donor number zero.
Note: To assign a donation to an individual instead of a household, you must assign them a
donor number in the Donations: Donor Numbers screen prior to entering them in a batch.

○ Amount- Click on the blue text in this column to enter the batch and input donations.
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● Optional Fields:
○ Address- This option will display the donors’ addresses as another method of verifying

that the appropriate donor is selected to
receive credit for their donation.

○ GivenDate- Enter the donation date that will
appear on the donor’s statement for that
particular donation.

○ Fund- Type the name of the fund or click on the
field to select the donation fund they are giving
to. If a fund does not currently exist in the
drop-downmenu, you can easily add one by
continuing to type the fund name and adding a
fund to the systemwith the clickable option in
the drop-down list.

○ Currency- If tracking donations by currency
type, you can set the Currency Type to 'Check,' 'Cash,' 'EFT,' or 'Non-Cash.' You can type
your selection or click into the field to display the options available in the dropdown list.

○ Check #- If youwish to enter the numbers of the checks received by your donors- there
is an option to display check numbers on the donor statements that theymay reference.

○ Distribute- This will give you a blue text link in place of a field.When you click the link it
will open up awindowwhere a donation can be split or distributed tomultiple funds.

○ Transaction Fee- If you have fees associated with donations received, particularly on
credit card donations, youmay track those here. Visit the section in this guide called
Tracking Credit Card Fees FromDonations to learn how this is setup.

○ Comment- Type a note in the comment field if desired (this is necessary when entering
non-cash donations.)

∙ Click on the blue ‘+’ button to add a new entry in the batch. For the first entry in a batch, the donor
will default to ‘Cash Receipts Only #999999’. This can be changed by typing in a donor’s name or
donor number into the field. Note: If you prefer to view the entire list of households and donors, you can
click into the Donor field and it will display a dropdown list that you can scroll through to select a donor.

∙ Use the tab or enter key on your keyboard tomove to each field and fill in your information as
needed. The tab or enter key will also take you to the ‘+’ button on the next line so that you can add a
new line without having to use yourmouse.

∙ The ‘given date’ and ‘fund’ will copy from the previous line.
∙ Comments will also copy if the ‘Clear Comments’ checkbox at the bottom of the window is not
marked. This option is checked by default.

∙ Press the 'Close Batch' button to return to the Funds &Donations screen.

Importing Donations:

There are three options for importing Donations into IconCMO.
1. Vanco Import- IconCMO integrates with Vanco Payments to

automate the importing of the donations received through your
Vanco account. For more information about Vanco please visit
https://www.vancopayments.com/egiving/iconcmo

2. Worldline Import- IconCMO integrates withWorldline to
automate the importing of the donations received through your
Worldline account. For more information aboutWordline please
visit https://partners.na.bambora.com/icon-systems/
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3. File Import- You can import a donation batch from any platform! The instructions for our
file import formatting can be found under the File Import menu option after you click the
Import Button.

Tracking Credit Card Fees FromDonations:

Go ToOrganization→ Preferences→Banking Preferences

∙Credit card fees can be entered during donation entry, but won’t be recorded in accounting unless set
up properly.

∙Check the box next to ‘Track Credit Card Fees in Donations EntryWindow’
∙ Select the appropriate expense account to record the fees.
∙Click ‘Save Defaults’.

Editing a Transaction:

The batch list and donations entered in each batch can be sorted by any of the columns displayed on
the screen. Click on the up or down arrows next to the column header to sort by that column in
ascending or descending order. To go into a batch to edit it click on the dollar amount of the batch.

To edit a donation: locate it within the batch andmake the appropriate changes by overwriting the
existing fields.
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To delete a donation: locate it within the batch and click the '-' button next to it.

All Giving Dates in a batch can be updated at once by using the ‘Change All Dates’ button at the top of
the window.

All changesmade to a batch such as donations being added, modified, or removed can be viewed in
the log. Click on the icon to view the log for a specific batch.

Additionally, a Print Edit List can be viewed in the batch entry
screenwith various sort options such as amount, comment, donor
number, fund, last name, order entered, person totals, and status.
Select reports can also be printed on this screen such as deposit
slip, fund summary, receipt, and CRA receipt. Click on the Print Edit
List or Print Report button and select the sort option or report you
like, this will automatically print the report to PDF.

Post to Accounting:

Donations entered into a batch are automatically reflected in any
donation report as soon as you enter them! Theywill not reflect
onto the accounting side of the system until you click ‘Send to
Accounting’ or ‘Update Accounting.’

Go toDonations→ Funds &Donations

∙ You can send a single batch to accounting or multiple from the list of batches. To send a single batch
to accounting, locate the batch youwant to send and next to in the Accounting Action column, click

the ‘Send to Accounting’ link.

∙ If there are no options in the Accounting Action column, then the donations have already been sent

to the accountingmodule, and there should be a journal number in the Accounting Entry column
next to it.

∙ If you do not see the Accounting Action or Accounting Entry columns, click on the three dot icon
above the batches screen, on the right. Here youwill be able to add those columns to your screen.
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∙ If you choose to sendmultiple batches to accounting, they will be posted in the same general journal
entry- as one deposit. Click on 'SendMultiple Batches to Accounting' link at the bottom of the
screen, below the list of batches.

∙ This will open a newwindow. Select the batches youwant to post by checking the boxes next to each
batch. Press 'Send to Accounting' to post the batches together in a single journal entry to the
accounting side of the system.

∙ A posting journal is immediately available for you to print next to each batch. Click on the printer
icon or Batch ID and a PDF of your posting journal will populate.

Correcting Errors in a Batch:

There will be times when youwould like tomake changes to a batch. Perhaps the wrong giving date
had been used, the wrong amount, or the wrong fund.

Go toDonations→ Funds &Donations

∙ Select the batch to change by clicking on the dollar amount in the donations column. The batch will
appear just as it hadwhile youwere entering the donations initially. See the 'Editing Transaction'
section of this manual for more information.
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∙ Make your changes as needed and close the batch. This automatically updates your donation
statements and reports.

∙ If the church uses the accounting side of IconCMOyouwill see that the Accounting Action column
will now display the option to ‘Update Accounting Entry’. This is not required; if you do not wish to
update the accounting with your changes, you do not have to.

∙ Clicking the ‘Update Accounting Entry’ link will automatically update the General Journal entry on
the accounting side of the system.

∙ Clicking on the trash can iconwill delete a batch completely. A pop upwill appear asking you to
confirm this action, since it cannot be undone. Batches that had entries in themwill still remain in the
systemwith the ability to view their audit log. They cannot be edited or restored.

∙ Deleted batches are hidden in your batch list by default but can be displayed bymarking the box at
the bottom of the Funds andDonations window to ShowDeleted Batches. The batches and their
functions will be grayed out and disabled, with the exception of the Log icon.

Preparing Donation Statements:

Donations→ Statements

When emailing statements, ensure the donors are set upwith an email address under the
Donations→Donor Numbers screen first.
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Let's break the Donation Statements screen into three separate parts and explain each section noted
by theA,B, andC below.

A. The left side of the screen allows the user to choose from the various statement styles, select a date
range, filter recipient list, choose which funds are included and add cover and footer letters.

Keep inmind this is the section that decides which statements to create while the other sections are
options on the statements and how to print or email them. In other words if one of the criteria in the
screen above is to create statements for only those 'People who have Given', then anyone that hasn't
given would not show up for a statement. Youwould have to choose the criteria of 'PeopleWhoHave
Not given' to see that group only. Another example is if you choose a date for the first threemonths of
the year to create 1st quarter statements and someone hasn't given in that time frame, they would not
show up for the selection of 'PeopleWhoHave Given'.

1. Statement Style:

o Standard Statement – This will be the statement you usemost frequently. It lists each donation
and the date of the donation. This statement does qualify for IRS purposes because it shows all of
the required details.
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o Summary Statement – This statement shows the total amount given to each fund for the date
range specified. It does not show any detailed giving. This report is most often used for quarter 1, 2
and 3 because the reports are informational only and usually take a single page unless there is a
long letter or the person contributed to a large number of funds. This statement does NOT qualify
for end of year tax donation reports to the Internal Revenue Service.

o Simple Statement – This statement was designed to be read easily. The simple statement uses
more paper than the standard statement. This statement does qualify for IRS purposes because it
shows all of the required details.

o Receipt – This statement has fund totals and no giving detail. This statement does not qualify for
IRS purposes.

o Split Receipt Statement – This statement will only show as an option if you’ve entered a starting
receipt number under Organization: Preferences: ChurchMembership.Note:Once entered, the
starting receipt number cannot bemodified. If you have already posted donations into IconCMO
prior to entering the starting number, the systemwill work retroactively to assign the first
donation entered, the starting receipt number entered in that screen. Every Individual donation
will have its own receipt number.

o CRAReceipt Statement – This statement was designed tomeet the Canada Revenue Agency
requirements. This option will only appear in the drop-downmenu if Canada is entered in the
country field under Organization: Setup: Information. Youwill need to enter a starting receipt
number under Organization: Preferences: ChurchMembership. Once a starting receipt number is
entered, youwill not be able tomodify the starting receipt number. If you have already posted
donations into IconCMOprior to entering the starting number, the systemwill work retroactively
to assign the first donation entered, the starting receipt number entered in that screen. Every
Individual donation will have its own receipt number.

2. Ensure you are in the right fiscal year to run statements for. To change your fiscal year you can see
the 'Personal Settings' section of this manual.

3. Fund types – default to tax deductible, however other options are available.

o Tax deductible is themost common for churches. This simply means that donations to the fund can
be taken as a tax deduction for the donor.

o A taxable selection will still produce a statement (separate from your tax deductible statement,)
however these funds were set up as taxable and therefore are not eligible for a tax deduction.

o The IRA donation fund type is for individuals that may have IRAs who are trying to limit their tax
bill, and at the same time take their minimum required IRA distribution. The church would have to
contact a CPA tomake sure they are a tax deduction for the individual as there are different rules
depending on the situation, and to ensure they are creating these statements correctly.

4. The name range allows you to choose a specific range of individuals alphabetically or select just one
person.We recommend using the 'Lookup' button to select the names and not just type the names in.

5. The 'People whoHave' dropdownmenu allows you to run statements using various different
criteria such as- PeopleWhoHave ‘Given', 'Not Given', '(current year) Donor Numbers', 'Pledged and
Not given', or 'Pledged'. Each of these would produce different results for the statements and the
churchmaywant to address each groupwith a different letter. For example the 'PeopleWhoHave
Given' should get a thank you letter, whereas the 'PeopleWhoHaveNot Given' may be asked to
consider donating to the church for the first time this year.
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6. There's also aminimum amount to consider if the church wants to limit statements, to print only if
the total amount is over a certain dollar range. To ensure you receive as many donations each year, we
recommend the church send statements to people even under the $250.00 threshold.

7. The 'date from' and 'date to' allows you to print statements by entering custom date ranges. For
example if youwant first quarter statements youwould enter 01/01/2023 to 03/31/2023. For the
third quarter it would be 07/01/2023 to 09/30/2023.

8. Cover Letter and Footer Letter – You can create cover letters to add to your donation statements. If
you email statements as attachments, the cover letters will become the body text of the emails. If you
print statements, the cover letters will be printed on one ormore pages before each statement. Cover
letters have amerge field for 'Salutation', meaning when inputting themerge field, each cover letter
can include the appropriate name for the recipient of the letter. Next to the cover letter field on the
Donations: Statements screen, click the blue ‘Add / Edit’ button.

∙ To change a letter, select the letter from the drop down list, make the changes and press the 'Save'
button. To select a letter to include with a statement, select it from the drop down list. You should
see the name of the letter in the grayed out field on this window. Press the 'Close' button, and your
letter namewill appear in the dropdown list of the Donations: Statements screen.

∙ Footer Letters appear at the bottom of the statements. This is where the church would include the
various different IRS disclosures that are required. You can add additional footer letters that you
would like to use. Make sure that if these are end of year statements which are intended for donor
tax deductions, that the footer letter contains an IRS required statement about not providing goods
or services in return for the donations. Youwould add and edit footer letters in the sameway you
add and edit cover letters.
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B.On the same screen there are donation statement options as seen above. Each statement style will
have a different set of options for the user to choose, and each option changes the data seen on the
statements. Some of the options include printing the pledge amount, including bulk mail comments,
printing receipt information, including the church logo, showing check numbers, etc. Each option is
turned on by clicking the button to 'Yes' or turned off by clicking 'No'. ‘Include Logo’ will be grayed out
until you have a logo uploaded. (This can be done under Organization: Setup: Information.)

C. The reporting options seen above give the church the ability to either print the statements, email
the statements or print labels. If you choose to email statements, ensure the email options are set up
for your donors on the following screen –Donations→Donor Numbers. Put a dot next to the
reporting option youwant, by clicking the circle. After you choose the option youwant, then click the
button at the very bottom that says 'ShowReport' if you are printing the statements or 'Send Email
Now' if you chose to email statements. You can only execute one option at a time. If youwanted to
print statements and also the labels for your donors youwould first choose the 'Statements (All)'
option and click the show report button, then choose the option 'Labels (All)' and click the show report
button. Now the labels and statements shouldmatch for the user to easily put these into the donor
envelopes and affix the label in order.

You are all set!
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